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How about the price ?01

Before we set a price, we need to know what the design direction should be. 
To determine this, we need to know the answers to the following questions.

1. What kind of vehicle is it?
We need the model and year of construction, if it is modified, the best 
pair of photos of it (+ brief information what exactly was modified);

2. What type of foiling is used here?
That means: full foil - digital printing/fullwrap, or plot?

3. What kind of design should it be?
Please send us a few examples of what you like / in which direction it 
should go / which colors should be in it / whether there are any logos 
etc.

We don't copy!
The best thing to do is to view / forward to our website: www.yagodesi-
gn.eu - there are really many designs to inspire yourself to find :) Or just 
search websites.

If we have this information, we can then state our prices, dates and 
other conditions.

The price always including:
- 1 design,
- 3 changes,
- high-detailed preview of the design,
- print / plot files,
- installation guide for wrapper.
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We never try to design more than we can handle. Design process need time. And we always have time for You, or your customer. 
That's why we always base on 3 working days for 1 design.
E.g.: We start on Monday 02. and Wednesday 04. the final printable files are delivered to you.
During this time we are working only on Your design, what always helps us to finish every project really quickly meeting all requirements from our client.
That's why our customers queue is always planned like this.

Deadline

The deadline is the most important. 02
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What about the payment?03

Payment

As deadline booking we always ask for a pre-payment in the amount of 50% of the total project value payable 
via PayPal (we create an invoice for You) or bank transfer ( Deutsche Bank IBAN EUR: DE43 1007 0024 0926 7196 05, 
BIC SWIFT: DEUTDEDBBER).

After accepting the project we ask for the remaining amount, payable as mentioned above. For the acceptan-
ce you have 4 working days. If we do not receive any feedback (either a "yes" or whith change requests), the 
design will be considered as accepted and the remaining amount of the final bill should be paid immediately.
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Please remember:
1. The realization date and payment conditions of our services is independent of wrapping date/printing date/vehicle delivery date.

2. If we cannot post / publish our work, please let us know and add 100€ to the total price of the project.

3. The available deadline can be changed until the booking payment is made due to the very large number of inquiries.

4. We are not responsible for printing and wrapping. Problems s re at
printing house/wrap shop. We kindly ask you to contact your wrap shop / print house in advance so that you can make a test print and e.g.
whose wrap works you can see. Have you already selected specific colors? No problem - then we ask for specific values of your colors (e.g.
CMYK, RGB, PANTONE, RAL etc.), what allows us to use exactly these colors. Otherwise we cannot promise that the printed colors will
match your needs.

5. Please do not compare the printout with the visualizations. It's just a visualization, with lights, shadows and presentatio
 have and whether you see it on a tablet or phone. For comparison, please

see the flatprint files (PDF files) and/or a sample print. We always add detailed installation guide to the files - the final result always depends
on the accuracy of the wrapper (any problems with the files can always be reported to us before printing / wrapping).

Important details04

Technical
information
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Print files

The package with print files05

Regardless of whether you are a professional company in car wrapping on basis or an end customer, we always deliver files ready for 
printing in 150 Dpi 1:1 scale, (or vector if needed), divided into appropriate size elements so that they can be conveniently mounted. 
Our design are always based on the factory blueprints provided from CCvision. Nevertheless, we always ask customers to confirm the all 
print dimensions before production, to avoid additional printing costs.
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